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ABSTRACT
This study investigates whether the shift from welfare state to participation society in the context of austerity in the Netherlands has had consequences for local sport policy. The central research questions are (1) do municipal sport budgets show evidence of a move away from classical welfare state values towards a participation society? and (2) do changes in local sport policy suggest a move away from classical welfare state values towards a participation society?

First, we analysed spending on sport across all Dutch municipalities. Second, we quantitatively and qualitatively analysed 104 municipal coalition agreements for the 2014–2018 governing period. The approach used was interpretive, focusing on dominant or hegemonic discourses or storylines within local sport policy.

It shows that local sport policy in the Netherlands still hinges strongly on welfare state values and has not yet been hit by serious austerity measures. We found no evidence of a neoliberal slant or an emphasis on free-market and private entrepreneurship. Rather, the accent is on an expanded role for voluntary sport clubs (VSCs) in operating sport facilities and as policy implementer. We conclude that the shift in narrative from classical welfare state to participation society has, as yet, had limited effect on local sport policy.

Introduction
Similar to the United Kingdom’s ‘Big Society’, which offers a distinctive narrative to legitimate cuts in public services (Bach 2012), the Netherlands has introduced the idea of the ‘participation society’ to frame the impetus for its austerity measures. The king, speaking for the Dutch government, invoked the term in his first annual address:

Undeniably, people in our modern network and information society are more outspoken and independent than in the past. Combined with the need to reduce the government deficit, this leads to a gradual change from the classical welfare state to a participation society. Everyone who is able, is asked to take responsibility for their own life and environment. (Rijksoverheid 2013, emphasis added)

We define austerity, following Blyth (2013), as a form of voluntary deflation set to adjust an economy to restore competitiveness. This is done by cutting state budgets, debts and deficits, among other means. Austerity, however, entails more than just cutbacks in public service provision. Austerity measures involve wider ‘executive and managerial responses, aimed at restoring the fiscal balance, against the background of increasing demands for public services and political and public expectations of organizational performance’ (Overmans and Noordegraaf 2014, p. 101). From this
description, it is clear that austerity programmes also seek to reshape the organisations associated with public service provision.

To illustrate, austerity measures in the Netherlands have entailed a wide range of efficiency and structural changes in the way services are provided to citizens (Leisink et al. 2013). Particularly, responsibilities have been moved from national to local-level authorities, with greater emphasis on engaging civil society and shrinking the role of the state.

From a socio-ecological perspective, austerity-induced changes in the Dutch political and policy environment seem likely to have consequences for local sport policy and sport budgets. One would expect the shifting discursive context – from welfare state to participation society – to have influenced municipal spending on sport and the dominant ‘storyline’ (Fischer 2003) or discourse in local sport policy.

Thus, for starters, we expect austerity measures to have led to reduced municipal sport budgets. Földesi (2014, p. 22) called the prolonged recession that affected Europe between 2009 and 2013 ‘the worst one experienced since the Great Depression’. Speaking of grassroots sports, he concluded that ‘considerably less money has been spent on this area than previously seen, and the investment in sport infrastructure has been dramatically reduced’ (Földesi 2014, p. 29). An analyses of Dutch municipal coalition agreements for the 2010–2014 governing period drew a similar conclusion (Hoekman and Gijsbers 2010). These coalition agreements, which set policy plans for the upcoming governing period, indicated that local governments intended to cut spending on sport. A range of austerity measures was presented, including raising user fees for sport facilities, privatising sport facilities, closing facilities and postponing new builds and renovations of older facilities.

Furthermore, we expect national politics to influence local policies (Green and Collins 2008). As such, the altered discursive context – from welfare state to participation society – will likely have influenced the dominant ‘storyline’ or discourse in local sport policy. Indeed, a crisis is not seldom presented as a critical juncture that opens up an opportunity if not a necessity for radical welfare state reform (Vis et al. 2011). The previous economic crisis, in the 1980s, triggered deregulation, privatisation and withdrawal of the state from social services. At that time, these measures were presented as more or less unavoidable adjustments to a technologically advanced and globalised economy. This framing effectively problematises ‘legitimate aspects of public service provision for both the nation as a whole as well as for individuals’ (Adams 2011, p. 24).

Clarke (2004) linked the problematisation of public goods and dissolution of the welfare state to neoliberal tendencies. Neoliberalism is ‘a theory of political economic practices that proposes that human well-being can best be advanced by liberating individual entrepreneurial freedom and skills within a framework characterized by strong private property rights, free markets and free trade’ (Harvey 2005, p. 2). In the 1980s, neoliberal tendencies led to policies of deregulation and privatisation in the sphere of social welfare in the Netherlands and in other European countries (Bramham et al. 1993). This effected a move away from centralist and bureaucratic service delivery towards consumer-oriented approaches to service provision with a more prominent role for market forces (Gaster 1991, Fenwick and Bailey 1998). A wave of privatisation of sport facilities in the Netherlands and elsewhere in Europe (Hoekman and van der Poel 2009) was an expression of this.

It is possible that a new move away from public provision may now be under way, with local governments implementing a new wave of privatisation efforts favouring more business-like approaches to providing sport facilities (Kuhry and Jonker 2006). The tendency towards rolling back the local state and allowing more space for privatisation might in fact be more powerful this time around, because people and politicians are more used to the idea than they were in the 1980s. In this same vein, the expansion of the EU single market creates a legal obligation for all EU member states to reconsider their existing subsidy policies.

Neoliberal ideology, however, could be exhausted in the current day and age. The impacts of the recent recession have already been snatched upon by governments to further reshape public
services. The United Kingdom did so utilising the ‘Big Society’ narrative (Bach 2012), which recognises the limitations of the earlier neoliberal-derived emphasis on free markets and private entrepreneurship. ‘Big Society’ denotes a wider perspective, signalling the government’s ambition to shrink the state while increasing the role of civil society. Central in this is an emphasis on volunteering as a user-centred and cost-effective way to maintain public services in times of economic hardship (Bach 2012).

The Dutch government, by invoking the idea of a ‘participation society’, has also chosen such a wider perspective. It has called on its citizens to volunteer and take greater responsibility for themselves and their surroundings. The recent decentralisation of youth services and healthcare to the municipal level of government (Leisink et al. 2013) is an example of the Dutch ideal of bringing policy closer to the people, for more user-centred and cost-effective services. Moreover, because municipalities supposedly know the local situation best and are best placed to develop and implement integral policy measures, they, together with local civil society, are deemed able to provide tailored services more cheaply, which has legitimised severe budget cuts. We expect this new policy environment and the new participation-centred discourse to have consequences for the vocabulary used to present local sport policy. This could be evident as a revival of neoliberal free-market terminology. Or, in line with the participation society discourse, it could take the form of greater expectations for the role of voluntary sport clubs (VSCs).

Our analyses investigated whether a shift from welfare state to participation society is indeed evident in local sport policy. We focused on the development of local sport budgets as an indicator of austerity within local sport policy. Furthermore, we examined local sport policy using an interpretive approach, focusing on dominant or hegemonic discourses or storylines, related to aspects of the welfare state, neoliberalism or a participation society (see e.g. Green 2006). In particular, we sought indications of a policy shift away from the welfare state.

This brings us to this study’s central research questions: (1) Do municipal sport budgets show evidence of a move away from classical welfare state values towards the idea of a participation society? (2) Do changes in local sport policy suggest a move away from classical welfare state values towards the idea of a participation society? Answers to these questions will shed light on the position of sport, particularly local sport policy, in relation to the purported shift away from the welfare state to a participation society, framed in part as a result of necessary austerity measures.

**Methods**

To answer our research questions, we carried out a mixed-methods study with quantitative and qualitative research stages (Bryman 2006). The research was divided into two studies, with the second study made up of two research stages. The overall study can thus be understood as QUAN – quan → QUAL (cf. Morse 1991). In the first study, we examined all municipal budgets in the Netherlands over the 2010–2015 period to identify whether municipal spending on sport has indeed decreased, as claimed by Földesi (2014). In the second study, we analysed a selection of 104 municipal coalition agreements for the 2014–2018 governing period to identify policy changes and ambitions of the local authorities. This exercise used a technique similar to that in Hoekman and Gijsbers (2010), to allow comparisons. The sections below discuss the research procedure in detail.

**Study one**

To track sport spending, both absolute and in relation to overall municipal budgets, we analysed financial data from all municipalities in the Netherlands during the 2010–2015 period. Municipalities are obliged to register their financial statements in accordance with a Dutch reporting standard called IV3 models. This information is collected by Statistics Netherlands (CBS, n.d.) and was made available for the purpose of this study. Within these IV3 models, sport income and
Expenditures are registered as budget items 530 ‘sport’ and 531 ‘outdoor sport facilities’. Budget item 531 covers outdoor sports facilities. Budget item 530 covers indoor sport facilities plus activities to stimulate sport and other sport policy. We merged these two budget items and calculated the net expenditures per year for each municipality to obtain an overview of the sport expenditures of Dutch municipalities during 2010–2014. We related this net expenditure to total municipal expenditures in a given year and to total municipal expenditures within the leisure domain. This provided a broader perspective on sport expenditure. To ascertain the current situation as well as a future perspective, we also examined estimated expenses for 2015.

Study two

Sampling procedure

The second study consisted of quantitative and qualitative research stages, in line with the procedure in Hoekman and Gijsbers (2010). We selected 104 municipalities for this analysis. First, we included the Netherlands’ four largest cities. We then used stratified sampling to select an additional 100 municipalities by number of inhabitants and region. The selected municipalities represent 48% of the Dutch population and 26% of all municipalities in the Netherlands in 2014. The coalition agreements of the selected municipalities were collected in May 2014. These agreements set out the political strategy formulated by the municipal executive board, made up of the mayor and aldermen. These documents establish the policy plans for the various policy areas for the coming 4 years. Though municipal sport policy may be described in these documents, it is not one of the key elements.

Quantitative stage

After collecting the coalition agreements, we analysed the content of all the documents using an electronic keyword search strategy. Because we first wanted to determine the importance of sport in the coalition agreements, we included many terms that could indicate references to sport. We gave special attention to sport facilities, due to their importance in municipalities both financially and content-wise, and to topics that could relate to neoliberal tendencies (e.g. privatisation) and a participation society (e.g. VSCs). A wide range of words was included in the search because little consistency was found in the formulation of policies by the individual municipalities. For example, policies on public playgrounds were found to use either the Dutch word speelpleinen or the English term ‘playgrounds’. Incorporating all keywords that could be associated with sport policies enabled us to find the sections referring to sport in the documents. Table 1 presents an overview of the keywords used.

Qualitative stage

After the quantitative content analysis, we qualitatively analysed all documents. To this end, we looked at the context in which the keywords appeared. We started by reading the texts around these keywords and coding text segments referencing aspects of the welfare state, neoliberal tendencies, participation society and austerity measures. This content analysis served to identify central discourses or storylines in local sport policy indicative of either a shift away from welfare state towards a participation society or impending austerity measures. We also identified implications for the local sport sector.

Context: the role of local authorities in a contested welfare state

In the Netherlands, local authorities or municipalities (404 in 2015) are the main governmental investors in sport. They contributed 93% of public spending for sport in 2012 (CBS Statline 2015). The greatest portion, some 85%, of municipal sport budgets goes to fund sport facilities’ construction and operation (Hoekman and Breedveld 2013). Local sport policy is centred on facilitating sport.
Continuation of existing facilities and provision of new accommodations is highly demand-led. The strong growth in sport facilities in the 1960s and 1970s and their stabilisation in the 1980s reflects demographic and economic developments, as well as the needs of the educational system. Currently, the Netherlands has a dense sport infrastructure (Hoekman et al. 2016). The Dutch population is generally highly satisfied with the availability of facilities for sport (European Commission 2014).

Unlike in many other countries, the Dutch government’s involvement in sport is not restricted or guided by a specific law (Ibsen and Seippel 2010, Hallmann and Petry 2013). While the national government encourages active participation in sports, it considers organisation of sport a matter for ‘private’ and ‘local’ initiatives. Sport policy is delegated to the municipal level and paid for from municipal budgets at the municipalities’ discretion. However, as municipalities are under no legal obligation to provide sport facilities, and as sport is a leisure pastime, we may wonder whether municipalities uphold their investments in sports in times of austerity.

To understand the role of local authorities in the Dutch sport system, it is useful to place their activities into context. As Houlihan (2005, p. 176) notes, ‘to understand the development of sport policy and its current salience it is important to appreciate the environment in which it emerged and continues to operate’. The widest perspective in this regard is that of the EU, with its expanding neoliberal ‘single market’. This is followed by the national government, which recently decentralised many tasks in public service provision, and then local organisations, which provide for a mixed economy of sport provision.

The single EU market is more than just a new common or scaled-up version of the previously existing national markets. It is a much more ‘free’ market than these national markets. National policies, by extension, may be considered almost a form of ‘false’ competition by the state, allowed only under certain conditions. This conception of an unfettered free market has begun to influence existing market regulation. In 2014, the Netherlands translated the EU regulations on competition into the Market and Government Act. For local sport policy, this means that subsidising sport facilities – so that they can be rented out to VSCs below the cost price – is no longer allowed, as this creates false state competition for private entrepreneurs. For the time being, there is an escape route: the municipal council declares a particular service, such as sports, a ‘service in the general economic interest’. So far nearly all Dutch municipalities have used this pathway to continue subsidising sport facilities (Hoekman and van der Poel 2016).

From the perspective of the national government, it is relevant to point out that the Netherlands is by origin a welfare state, though the country now displays aspects of corporatism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Search terms used in quantitative document analysis, translated from Dutch.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Sport club; sport facility; sport supply; sport organisation; sport events; sport promotion; sport firm; sport participation; sport for disabled persons 
Playgrounds; Cruyff Courts 
Names of 10 most practised sports in the Netherlands 
Swimming; swimming pool; school swimming 
Elite sport; elite sport events; professional football; professional football club; stadium; city marketing 
Movement; active lifestyle; national norm healthy movement; overweight 
Olympic Plan; OP2028; centre for elite sport and education; regional training centre; national training centre; open club 
Neighbourhood, education and sport; grassroots sport impulse; national action plan sport and movement; sport and movement in the neighbourhood; safe sporting environment 
Dual career; Neighbourhood Sport Coach; neighbourhood scan 
Sport teacher; physical education; sport-active school, school sport 
Rates; subsidies 
Mode of exploitation; privatisation 
Multifunctional sport facility; clustering 
Sustainable; self-help; cooperation; to cooperate 
Volunteers; citizen’s initiative; participation 
Austerity; Youth Sport Fund 
Demographic shrinkage 
Market and Government Act |

Capitalised search terms are names of policy programmes or sport-related policy terms.
and social democracy. Esping-Andersen (1990) therefore labelled it a hybrid welfare state (cf. van Oorschot 2006). The Dutch welfare state has traditionally had paternalist features, with the strong and fortunate expected to care for the weak and disadvantaged (Vis et al. 2008). Indeed, the literal translation of the Dutch word for ‘welfare state’ is ‘caring state’ (verzorgingsstaat). However, while once considered an ideal worthy of pursuit, the welfare state is now contested, in part due to financial difficulties in upholding public services. This has led to implementation of an array of efficiency and structural changes in the way services are provided to citizens (Leisink et al. 2013). A major recent development is the earlier-mentioned shift of responsibilities from national to local authorities.

Locally, municipalities are part of a diverse sport provision landscape. Sport facilities are built and operated by private companies, foundations, clubs and local authorities, including mixed forms. Private companies, for example, may run swimming pools with a fixed subsidy from local government. The government, both local and national, plays a minimal role in provision of sport activities (Hallmann and Petry 2013, van der Werff et al. 2015). VSCs have long been a fixture in the Dutch sport landscape. Some 27,500 VSCs organise sport activities (van der Werff et al. 2015). They either operate their own facilities (e.g. for tennis, golf, watersports, equestrian pursuits, shooting and bowling) or rent accommodations from private owners (ibid.) or local authorities (e.g. for indoor sports, swimming, soccer and athletics). In cases where local authorities are involved, the fees paid by VSCs are typically below market rates.

Results

Municipal spending on sport, 2010–2015

Municipal spending on sport showed an upward trend prior to 2010 (CBS Statline 2015). However, considering the economic crisis that began in 2008, there is reason to believe that from 2010 onwards, less funding was available (Hoekman and Gijsbers 2010). Table 2 shows expenditures on sport. The table first presents the absolute amounts spent by municipalities. The second column presents an index of spending in relation to the first year of measurement, which is 2010. The initial figures are related to total municipal expenditures in the third and fifth column.

From this table, it is clear that, in absolute terms and contrary to our expectation, spending on sport has been relatively stable – even though total spending by municipalities decreased by 12% during this period. This overall budget shrinkage led to an increased share of sport spending in the total municipal budgets in the 2010–2014 period, from 2.6% to 2.8%. Taking inflation into account, however, reveals a somewhat hidden reduction in sport spending, especially in the last 2 years (fourth column). Sport spending underwent a 3.0% decrease in purchasing power between 2010 and 2014. Nonetheless, this is less than the intended cutbacks on sport that were noted in the coalition agreements for 2010–2014. Recall that these referred to austerity measures including raising user fees for sport facilities, privatisation and closing sport facilities.

Table 2. Net expenditures on sport in the Netherlands, indices and share of sport expenses in total budget, average of 404 Dutch municipalities, 2010–2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Net expenditures (x million euro)</th>
<th>Index sport</th>
<th>Index total budget</th>
<th>Index sport, including inflation</th>
<th>Share of sport in budget (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1141</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1149</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>1195</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 (Estimated)</td>
<td>1154</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 (Estimated)</td>
<td>1156</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>92a</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The expected inflation in 2015 is 1%.
The last two rows in the table present estimated budgets. In 2014, actual expenditures were higher than budgeted. This could again be the case in 2015. Or, the new coalition period could serve as the starting point for severe cutbacks in sport budgets. To determine whether this is to be expected, we now shift our attention to the coalition agreements for the 2014–2018 governing period.

**Sport policy and austerity measures**

Previously, Hoekman and Gijsbers (2010) found that sport, though not a key topic as there is no legal obligation to fund sport, is a significant item in most municipal policy programmes. Our analysis of the 2014–2018 coalition agreements reiterates this conclusion. Almost all municipalities (91%) devoted attention to sport in their 2014–2018 policy programmes (compared to the 89% found in the 2010 study). Similar to findings from the earlier study, almost two-thirds of municipalities devoted an entire section of their document explicitly to sport policy. There seems to be a relation between a municipality’s size and the likelihood that it will pay attention to sport (Table 3). This is not surprising, as larger municipalities also have more comprehensive coalition agreements, which leaves more space for coverage of sport. Still, sport receives considerable attention even in small municipalities’ coalition agreements.

Sport facilities are by far the most important sport-related topic in the municipal policy programmes (Table 4). Some 79% of the municipalities mentioned ‘sport facilities’ in their document, comparable to the finding from the 2010 study (77%). This is attributable to the large share of sport budgets that goes to fund sport facilities. VSCs were also frequently mentioned. Some 64% of the policy documents used this term. This is a considerable increase compared to the 57% found in the 2010 analysis and might indicate a move towards a participation society.

Compared to the 2010–2014 coalition agreements, there was a remarkable rise in terms related to austerity measures and privatisation. The 3 newcomers in the keywords top 10 were all somehow related to austerity. First, 26% of municipalities mentioned ‘cooperation’ in their policy programme. This might indicate pursuit of economies of scale or partnership with civil society (e.g. VSCs) to maintain sport facilities. Second, ‘mode of operation’ was mentioned by 23% of the municipalities, signalling a quest for more efficient ways to run facilities, including through

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Significance of sport in municipal coalition agreements.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size of municipality (inhabitants)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate section on sport in coalition agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport mentioned in coalition agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Top 10 most mentioned sport-related terms in municipal coalition agreements.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Term</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary sport clubs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swimming pool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode of exploitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Sport Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport for disabled persons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood Sport Coach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
privatisation and outsourcing responsibilities to VSCs. Finally, ‘Youth Sport Fund’ appeared in 21% of the municipal programmes. Youth Sport Fund is an organisation that pays membership fees and sometimes provides sporting equipment for children and young people from lower income families. Municipal policymakers therefore seem to be paying greater attention to accessibility of sport to lower income youths. The ideas expressed with these austerity-related terms will become more clear in the discussion of the qualitative research stage, in which actual passages in the coalition agreements were examined.

Three challenges for municipalities

This section fleshes out the policy changes and arguments municipalities use to underpin shifts in sport policy and budgets. Three main challenges regarding sport policy were found in the municipal coalition agreements: more efficient use and operation of sport facilities, a larger role for sport clubs and a need to create financial safety nets to maintain sport accessibility for all. For each of these, a related discourse and storyline could be traced.

More efficient use of facilities

As mentioned, the Netherlands has a very dense sport infrastructure. Hence, many municipalities, particularly in regions with a shrinking population, argue the necessity and feasibility of making more efficient use of sport facilities. In particular, centralisation and clustering are proposed for making optimum use and raising the ‘social return’ of the remaining facilities:

> Because of demographic changes, the lower number of youths and the aging of the population, we are going to centralise the sport facilities. (midsized municipality)

Some policy programmes explicitly mention closure of facilities. Many propose mergers between facilities as the best option for keeping sport facilities available and affordable. This is often framed as a response to changing demands, as demographic changes and the reduced youth population are said to necessitate changes in supply. Some municipalities, though unsure of what to do with the facilities they have, are hesitant to suggest clustering. They just pose the questions they are facing:

> What facilities can be sustainably maintained and what facilities would be better concentrated in the larger villages? What other functions and activities can the facilities accommodate? (small municipality)

In the larger municipalities and major cities, the discussion is somewhat different. They do not face a shrinking population. City populations are growing. But municipal finances are overstretched, so they have to be prudent about what facilities they continue to support. Sport facilities with low occupancy or in need of renovation are being re-evaluated, particularly in areas where land is costly. In some cases, centralisation of facilities can yield both cost savings and direct income from land sales.

> Many municipal programmes present the more efficient use of facilities as the only ‘realistic’ or pragmatic course. After all, who could oppose a more efficient use of ever-scarce tax monies? Some municipal programmes present the option of privatisation and a rolled back government role in a similar way, arguing that this will help keep sport affordable for municipalities. A midsized municipality formulated this as follows:

> Regarding sports the municipality’s role should be re-examined: from administrator to director. Savings could be generated with a smarter organisation of the operation of facilities and by opting for a reduced role of the municipality. Some of those savings can be used to keep sport accessible to all. (midsized municipality)

Thus, across the board, increased efficiency in sport facility operation is argued for, framed as a means of keeping sport available and affordable. Most municipalities do warn that cutbacks in sport funding will be required in the near future. However, these are, in most cases, presented as a
‘logical’ consequence of reductions in total local government funds. Few suggestions could be found for an ideological conviction that local government should relinquish its role in providing local sport facilities to the private sector. Hence, this challenge is cast, in most cases, as a pragmatic one.

**A bigger role for VSCs**

Municipal policy programmes call for a larger role for VSCs and volunteers. The coalition agreements contain language actively encouraging VSCs to take more responsibility for the maintenance of the facilities they use. VSCs are expected to become more financially independent as well. In one large municipality, this is directly related to the cutbacks that need to be made:

In the coming years, the finances will further be re-evaluated. Providing facilities to VSCs for a too-low rent can no longer be maintained. We expect VSCs to become more and more independent. (large municipality)

In some cases, the road to more independence seems to lead to a process of privatisation or at least a first careful step in that direction. One small municipality put this as follows:

The new coalition wants to promote the VSCs’ independence with regard to maintenance activities and examine options for further privatisation of sport facilities [to VSCs]. (small municipality)

To avoid rising membership fees, VSCs are being asked to make greater use of volunteers to reduce costs such as maintenance and to raise income by organising more paid activities. Some municipalities suggest that VSCs could or should cooperate with other VSCs to save money. The idea here is that sport facilities can be used more efficiently if VSCs work together. VSCs were sometimes even directed towards mergers:

The [municipal] executive board promotes cooperation between VSCs and we support VSCs that want to merge. (small municipality)

As with the efficiency challenge, this challenge is presented as a ‘logical’ consequence of the ‘necessity’ of adjusting sport budgets to the financial limitations the local authorities are confronted with. Interestingly, ‘privatisation’ in this context does not refer to a transfer of responsibilities, tasks and facilities to private enterprises, but to VSCs as volunteer organisations. The apparent hope is that if volunteers take over tasks from the municipality membership, fees will not be affected. When privatisation does mean a shift into the hands of a private enterprise, it is often presented as a means to make facilities ‘cheaper’. The assumption here is that the commercial sector can somehow operate facilities more cost-effectively than the public sector can.

The subtext, again, reads as a pragmatic argument. Who could oppose to the idea of transferring facilities to the commercial sector, if the commercial sector can run them at lower cost than the municipality? Privatisation to VSCs is also in line with the notion of a participation society. Civil society is incorporated into the policy, and the focus on volunteering makes it possible for the state to take a step back.

**Creation of financial safety nets to maintain accessibility**

Municipalities still attach great value to the accessibility of sport. Thus, local policymakers still consider it their responsibility to provide access to sport for all and not rely entirely on the participation society. Especially in relation to the youth, municipalities emphasise that austerity measures should not compromise the ability of the less advantaged to participate in sport. The solution proposed in the municipal policy programmes is creation of ‘safety nets’. Most municipalities reserve funds to sponsor membership fees for low-income youths:

If further austerity measures turn out to be needed, that should not lead to reduced sport participation among the youth. That means a safety net has to be created for those who cannot afford the membership fees. (midsized municipality)
Many coalition agreements refer to the Youth Sport Fund, which pay for membership fees and sometimes also equipment for those who cannot afford it (Jeugdsportfonds 2014). A bigger role for this fund is desirable, according to some municipalities:

The Youth Sport Fund should be promoted as a way to make sport accessible and affordable for children. (large municipality)

Youth sports in general is a reoccurring topic in the policy programmes, but there is also considerable attention for lower socio-economic status groups and sport for the disabled. The increased attention for these groups suggests a ‘welfarist’ reflex in local sport policy. If and when cutbacks lead to higher membership fees, this is acceptable only insofar that sport accessibility is not compromised. Sport, apparently, is still seen as an activity that everybody should (be able to) participate in, as it fosters social cohesion, personal well-being and health while playing a role in countering the obesity epidemic. Because the largest benefits in these respects can be gained by disadvantaged groups, a safety net is considered essential. Explicitly or implicitly, most local governments still seem to consider sport as a merit good and as having positive external effects, and not simply as a service traded on the market and needing no government support.

**Discussion**

The introduction of this paper suggested that local sport policy might have been influenced by the move away from classical welfare state values to the idea of a participation society. We expected (1) sober local sport policy with declining municipal expenditures on sport and (2) a discourse within local sport policy indicative of a revival of neoliberalism or the notion of a participation society.

Regarding the first expectation, we found that municipal expenditures on sport remained stable from 2010 to 2014. Only when we factor in inflation is a slight (3.0%) decrease in purchasing power evident. Yet, this cannot be considered a ‘dramatic reduction’ (Földesi 2014) and in fact contradicts the plans and expectations formulated in the municipal coalition agreements for the 2010–2014 governing period (Hoekman and Gijsbers 2010). We did find evidence of austerity in the general municipal budget, as local budgets did decrease over time while populations grew. Outlays on sport as a proportion of total local budgets therefore rose slightly, from 2.6% in 2010 to 2.8% in 2014. This provides a strong indication that grassroots sport has been relatively immune, thus far, to both the economic crisis and to neoliberal politics trying to slim down the welfare state.

However, budget cuts could merely be delayed, as estimated budgets for 2015 do indicate severe cuts. Public opinion is an important factor in shaping the timing, extent and pace of social spending cuts. For this and other political or institutional reasons, there seems to be a considerable gap between intentions and achievements (Vis et al. 2011). Or perhaps the intended budget cuts require more time than anticipated to realise. This suggestion is strengthened by the difference between the estimated budget for 2014 and actual spending in that year. Budget cuts were intended, but not carried through. In the end, the local government evidently allocated more money to sport than originally planned. Apparently, then, the value of sport is acknowledged at the local level and local forces are active in influencing politics with regard to sport.

Concerning the second expectation that the move towards a participation society has likely impacted the discourse in local sports policy, we argued that local sport policy can be seen as a stronghold of the welfare state. The challenges that municipal coalition agreements identify are best read as arguments for sober sport policy that engages civil society but is still hinged on the principles of the welfare state. Local governments still aim to keep sport accessible to all, especially those in need. They also take their responsibility in achieving this seriously, emphasising the role of the ‘caring state’. Hence, the austerity measures described in the coalition agreements can best be understood as an expression of the Calvinistic culture of frugality with public monies, rather than a neoliberal slant. Sober local sport policies with a larger role for VSCs is a way to enable this. The expanded role for VSCs is in line with the participation society narrative. It also links with
developments in the United Kingdom, where VSCs are being stimulated to participate in civic programmes related to health, education, social cohesion and employment (Houlihan and Green 2009).

The ‘participation society’ spoken of by the Dutch government is like a VSC writ large: volunteers and not civil servants organise sport activities and run competitions, keep the clubs alive and to a large extent maintain and operate sport facilities. The participation society notion presents VSCs as a user-centred and cost-effective vehicle for delivering public services in tough times, in line with elements of the Big Society in the United Kingdom (Bach 2012). However, the expanded social role of VSCs foreseen by local governments might be difficult for these organisations to fulfil (cf. Waardenburg 2016) and has not been received uncritically (see e.g. Bach 2012). Indeed, in the United Kingdom, the Big Society has been judged a failure, unable to deliver on its original goals and ineffective in reaching those most in need (Civil Exchange 2015). Why then should the participation society in the Netherlands be more successful?

The increased efficiency (and effectiveness) that municipalities seek would require VSCs to adopt a more business-like approach, capitalising on the values of independence, autonomy, self-motivation and initiative that are assumed to be key in VSC management (cf. Nagel et al. 2015). Yet, already, multiple studies have questioned the realism of VSCs as policy implementers (Skille 2008, Harris et al. 2009). An expansion of VSCs’ tasks as part of a move towards a participation society might therefore be less straightforward than foreseen within the coalition agreements.

Returning to the concept of neoliberalism (Harvey 2005), we could conclude that the cutbacks articulated in the coalition agreements point to a neoliberal slant (e.g. privatisation). However, the references do not suggest reliance on the free-market or the private sector. Taking references to privatisation as an illustration, the coalition agreements refer to VSCs not private entrepreneurs as the new owners of sport facilities. Furthermore, the signs of neoliberalism read as a call for more value for money spent and wise allocation of tax payers’ money. While this is in line with the sober sport policy presented in the municipal policy programmes, we found no evidence of neoliberal assertions that the private sector is invariably good and the government is a ‘necessary evil’ (cf. Houlihan and Green 2009).

The absence of neoliberalism is further emphasised by the welfarist focus on the accessibility of sport. Municipalities argue that, when unavoidable, austerity measures must not affect the accessibility of sport and sport facilities. This is a good example of hybrid welfare state principles (van Oorschot 2006) and the felt responsibility of municipalities to contribute to the notion of sport for all and provide for the weak and disadvantaged (‘caring state’). The coalition agreements emphasise the need for safety nets for those unable to pay for sport participation. Austerity measures generally do cause a greater segment of the population to fall into poverty, due to unemployment and cuts in government budgets.

Municipalities expect a rather narrow neoliberal focus would promote inequality, as shown in previous studies in other countries (e.g. Ostry et al. 2016). Evaluations of the Big Society in the United Kingdom also concluded that it was too difficult to mobilise the private sector for the common good (Civil Exchange 2015). Furthermore, from a participation society perspective, civil initiatives are understood as more likely to come from higher socio-economic groups than from lower socio-economic groups (Bakker et al. 2011). Hence, local governments still feel the need to provide for lower socio-economic groups and continue governmental support for them to participate in sport. This is emphasised by the fact that virtually all local governments in the Netherlands have declared sports a ‘service in the general economic interest’, enabling them to opt out of the Market and Government Act for sport facilities (Hoekman and van der Poel 2016). In the Netherlands, as in other countries, maintaining access to sport is a central element of sport policy (Nicholson et al. 2011). This points to a classical welfare state regime rather than a neoliberal regime, in which sports are nothing more than a pastime that the market can cater for (Harvey 2005).

It is also notable that the coalition agreements position sport as an instrument to reach goals in other policy areas, such as health and social welfare. Under this merit good agenda (Liu et al. 2009), increased involvement is seen as socially desirable above and beyond any
private benefit derived. A wider role of sport is generally acknowledged in sport policy, although it is debated whether sport can live up to this role (Coalter 2007). This social value of sport is what justifies public investment in sport, especially inclusion of disadvantaged groups which the market does not necessarily cater for and which are less likely to organise themselves and contribute to the participation society (cf. Verhoeven and Tonkens 2011). This might explain why sport has been relatively immune to the recent economic crisis, in fact registering increasing budgets relatively speaking. Other departments see sport as an valuable policy partner, given its instrumental merit. Furthermore, the fact that many tasks are performed by VSC volunteers instead of professionals makes sport a cost-effective partner for these other policy areas.

This also raises a danger: sport policy is vulnerable to policy spillovers (Houlihan 2012) from other departments faced with cuts and decentralisation of tasks. Sport could as a result become more utilised or manipulated (Houlihan 2000) by other policy sectors to achieve their goals (e.g. related to health and youth welfare). Indeed, municipal sport policy in the Netherlands is nowadays more about promoting health and social inclusion than about the benefits of sport participation itself (Hoekman and van der Maat 2017).

The strong focus on broader social welfare in local sport policy suggests that the welfare state is alive and well. Or perhaps, all along, sport is better seen as a vital element of the ‘participation society’. In that sense, the participation society may be less a matter of replacing the welfare state, but of re-emphasising the traditional role of the third, voluntary, sector, alongside the state and the market. At the same time, sport continues to have a highly positive profile, for the independent voluntary contribution it makes to public and commercial values such as health, city promotion, social cohesion and innovation. This could explain why developments in sport facility provision seem more affected by demographic and educational developments and changes in sport preferences than by shifts in the political landscape. This could, in turn, help explain the differences in the impact of the economic crisis on sport across Europe, in line with the various funding models and differences in national conceptions of the positive external effects of sport (Eurostrategies 2011).

With regard to the differences in the impact of the economic crisis on sport across Europe, it is important to acknowledge that the Netherlands is often presented as an outlier in comparative studies (see e.g. Hoekman, van der Werff, Nagel and Breuer 2015, Scheerder et al. 2017). This is related to the ‘social configuration’ of the Dutch sport policy system, with its strong sport sector and numerous VSCs playing a relatively large role in local policy. For the Netherlands, welfare pluralism (Chaney and Wincott 2014) seems to be an appropriate term to describe the framework for local sport policy. This conveys a strong focus on the common good of sport and the instrumental value of sport, alongside reliance on a participation society to maximise local involvement in sport and its social value.

To summarise, local sport policy in the Netherlands is still strongly hinged on the ‘caring state’. Local sport budgets have so far been relatively immune to the economic crisis, seemingly due to the merit good agenda of sport. Nevertheless, sober sport policies are being promoted, however, maintaining accessibility of sport for all. There is no neoliberal slant favouring reliance on a free-market and private entrepreneurship. Rather, local government in the Netherlands tends towards a participation society with VSCs expected to play a wider role in the operation of sport facilities and as policy implementer in the future. Still, we conclude that the shift from classical welfare state to participation society has had limited consequences for local sport policy. Sport and VSCs, remain, as they have long been, a vital fixture in the local sport landscape and policymaking.

**Implications**

The sober sport policy promoted by municipalities has two primary implications. First, the planned austerity measures and call for more a business-like approach to sport provision put added
pressure on VSCs. This may result in a mismatch between municipal policy and VSCs’ own ambitions and abilities. Not all VSCs and volunteers (cf. Harris et al. 2009) are up to taking on more responsibilities and becoming a policy implementer. Some VSCs might simply lack the organisational capacity for these roles (cf. Misener and Doherty 2009). Previous research in the Netherlands found that few VSCs were entirely comfortable with their changing position in policy and society (van der Werff et al. 2015). Furthermore, the autonomy of the voluntary sector could be undermined by conditions attached to public financial support and the need for public accountability (Harris and Rochester 2001, Harris et al. 2009).

In considering the role of VSCs in delivering on policy objectives, respect for their diversity and autonomy must be maintained. While top-down incentives, such as subsidies from local government, can support and trigger VSC initiatives (Skille 2009), the value of autonomy should not be underestimated. Nagel et al. (2015) considers autonomy a key characteristic of sport clubs. Numerous reasons have been given for why involvement of sport clubs in wider social issues could be troublesome (cf. Nichols et al. 2005, Skille 2008). VSCs exist, in the first place, to pursue their own objectives, and not the objectives of state or market actors. Moreover, conclusions regarding the United Kingdom’s Big Society make it crystal clear that community empowerment is easier said than done (Civil Exchange 2015). It therefore seems useful to first revitalise VSCs’ support systems and stimulate them to professionalise their operations before calling on them to expand their tasks and perspectives.

A second implication is that local sport policy increasingly does not stand alone. Sport policy is influenced by the broader environment, from the EU down to the local organisational level. Local governments have thus far been able to avoid the Market and Government Act by using the escape route. But it is questionable how long this escape route will stand, as initial steps have already been taken to close it. Furthermore, from a local perspective, we found evidence of policy spillovers from other departments and sport being utilised to pursue goals in other sectors. Of course, there are benefits to this use of sports as a means. But sport policymakers should safeguard promotion of sport for its own sake.

Apart from these implications, the current study points to several avenues for further research. First, future research is needed to determine whether the recently announced austerity measures mark the year 2015 as a decisive turn in local sport spending. In a couple of years, we may conclude that there was only a delay in the expected ‘dramatic reduction’ and that the intentions expressed in the coalition agreements of 2010 and 2014 were achieved in the subsequent period. Moreover, research suggests that a new phase is beginning in which budgetary constraints are forcing political actors to make tough financial choices. This could produce increasingly sharp distributional conflicts (Vis et al. 2011). An example in the United Kingdom is the termination of the free swimming programme (O’Brien 2013).

Second, research is needed to examine the extent that the plans formulated in the coalition agreements are actually translated into sport policy programmes and affect the day-to-day business of sport provision.

Third, this study raises questions of the importance of municipal sport spending in safeguarding the accessibility of sport and sport participation. Will lower sport expenditures influence sport participation rates? Will safety nets prove able to ensure the inclusion of disadvantaged groups? And how important are the sport facilities that take up most of the sport budget to enable sport participation? In this regard, it would be fruitful to determine the extent that municipal sport expenditures and the presence of sport facilities correlate with sport participation rates and inclusion of disadvantaged groups.

Finally, on a more theoretical note, future research could examine the ‘position’ of sport in the welfare state. It seems rather obvious that grassroots sport is a vital element of the welfare state. However, it could be equally argued that grassroots sport is more a vital element of the ‘participation society’, invoking not a replacement of the welfare state but marking a rising importance of the existing third, voluntary, sector alongside the state and the market.
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